
WeRide is a leading smart mobility company in China offering L4 Autonomous Driving technology. 
WeRide’s RoboTaxi fleet is growing very quickly to support the growth of its services which include an 
autonomous vehicle ride-hailing app service and passenger visualization. The platform provides self-
driving capabilities in a variety of complex road scenarios in densely populated cities of China. 

RoboTaxi Platform on AWS

By running on AWS, WeRide achieves high performance operations for their services along 
with high availability, scalability, and security for their autonomous vehicle fleet operations 
in China.

Collaboration

Learn More: 
https://aws.amazon.com/automotive/

WeRide deployed their machine learning and simulation platform on AWS. WeRide was able 
to reduce their model training timing from weeks to hours using AWS Cloud, reduced total 
cost of ownership by a third and improved maintenance efficiency by 50%.

https://aws.amazon.com/automotive/


About: Amazon Web Services (AWS)

RoboTaxi Platform on AWS

For 13 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted cloud platform. AWS offers 
over 175 fully featured services for compute, storage, databases, networking, analytics, robotics, machine learning and artificial 
intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), mobile, security, hybrid, virtual and augmented reality (VR and AR), media, and 
application development, deployment, and management from 69 Availability Zones (AZs) within 22 geographic regions, with 
announced plans for 13 more Availability Zones and four more AWS Regions in Indonesia, Italy, South Africa, and Spain. Millions 
of customers—including the fastest-growing startups, largest enterprises, and leading government agencies—trust AWS to 
power their infrastructure, become more agile, and lower costs. 

About: WeRide
WeRide is a smart mobility company in China that creates leading L4 autonomous driving technologies. We have committed 
ourselves to new mobility services that will be accessible and beneficial to everyone. Established in 2017, WeRide has 5 offices
around the world. We employ a highly skilled technology team of 300 employees globally, 70% of whom are R&D engineers. 
Recently, WeRide has launched the first RoboTaxi pilot program in Tier-1 Chinese city of Guangzhou, available to the public for
ride hailing via WeRide Go App covering 144.65 square kilometers in the Huangpu and Guangzhou Development District.

AWS supported WeRide in their architecture design, cost control, and best practices to accelerate 
WeRide AV development cycle and mobile app deployment. 

AWS delivers an integrated suite of services for autonomous vehicle development including  
Amazon EC2, AWS Batch, and Amazon EKS which provides everything needed to quickly and 
easily build and manage high-performance computing clusters in the cloud. Amazon S3 provides 
cost-effective storage and options for data ingestion for autonomous vehicle test fleets.

AWS Services and Benefits

Architecture

Learn More: 
https://aws.amazon.com/automotive/
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